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Latest national survey

:More than 33 percent are problem drinkers
SOURCE: CPS
More college students are
drinking alcohol than ever
before, and one-third of all
students in the country are
problern drinkers, a new
study frorn the University of
Florida reports.
According to the study 88
percent of the 1,020 Florida
students questioned now
drink, the highest ever
recorded among the collegeage population.
About a third of those
student drinkers, rnoreover,
are "problern drinkers,"

rnaking alcohol abuse on·
campuses "one of the
greatest health problems in
the country," the survey
concluded.
"The study confirms what
has been an assumption for a
long tirne," says Dr.
Gerardo Gonzalez, director
of the Campus Alcohol Information Center at Florida
and president of the
BACCHUS
nationwide
(Boost
Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning the
of . University
Health
Students). "A significant
number of college students

are problern drinkers, and
the amount is rising all the
tirne."
Gonzalez adds the study
also confirmed the impression
that
college
students as a group drink
more than other sectors of
the populace.
About 70 percent of the
general population indulges,
while nearly 90 percent of
the campus population
drinks alcohol, Gonzalez
says.
But Gonzalez quickly
notes that rnost students are
"responsible drinkers."

" Most of the students are
aware of the risks and
consequences of alcohol
abuse, and they have a
pretty
high
level
of
knowledge regarding the use
of alcohol. "
In the 19505, about 70
percent of the nation's
college students drank,
cornpared to around 80
percent in the sixties and
seventies.
" We want to focus on how
to drink rather than whether
or not to drink," he says.
"We want the rnajority of
drinkers, who are respon-
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Ce.n ter East cafeteria
to be opened for· evening studying
By DAVE GRIESE
The cafeteria in the
University Center-East is to
be opened in the evenings to
allow students to use it for
studying,according to Jess
Zink, Director of auxiliary
Servicej;.
Students will be allowed to
use the cafeteria for
studying during regular
building hours, pending the

construction of gates which
are to close off the food
service section.
Hugh Jesse, of the
physical plant, explains that
although the gates, ordered
in July, have been here, he
sirnply hasn't the rnanpower
to have the gates installed at
this tirne. He said that the
university
rnaintenance
workers are involved with·
other projects.

Zink,
however,
conjectured that the project
rnay be contracted out to the
Rolla community in order to
get it done sooner. But, in

service will not be in
operation in the beginning, it
is subject to. change
depending upon how rnuch
the cafeteria is used. There
are,
however,
vending

any event, he confided it Will
probably be done by the first
of next sernester.

rnachines which will be
available during this tirne.

Zink also said that the
forrnat of the new project,
the opening of the cafeteria,
is subject to change. For
instance, although the food •

Also, it is possible that the
hours will be extended
beyond the regular building
hours according to student
response.

sible, to lend their support
and advice to their peers
who are having problems
with alcohol."
Alcohol abuse among
students usually shows up
when a student misses
classes
because
of
hangovers, forgets what
happened the night before,

skips
classes,
attends
classes while drunk, drinks
alone, or incessantly drinks
to the point of intoxication.
Furthermore, nearly 80
percent of all campus
vandalisrn is related to
alcohol drinking, Gonzalez
reports.

Delco coordinator to act as
visiting assistant professor
SOURCE:OPI
Hilton A. Turner, service
coordinator
for
Delco
Electronics, Kokomo, Ind.,
is a vtslting assistant
professor
or
electrical
at
the
engineering
University of Missouri-Rolla
during the 1981-82 academic
year.

hts
Turner
received
bachelor of technology
degree magna cum laude
A&M
frorn
Florida
University, Tallahasee, with

a major in electronics. He
served in the U.S. Anny
Signal Corps from 1m to
1m, attaining the rank of
captain. He has been with
Delco since 1m.

Physics professor
awarded Fulbright
SOURCE: OPI
Dr.
Ibrahim
Adawi,
University of Missouri-Rolla
professor of physics, has
been awarded a six-rnonth
Fulbright grant starting in
Decernber to lecture at the
Mohamrned 4 University in
Rabat, Morocco. His lecture
topic will be sorne phase of
theoretical
solid
state
physics.
Fulbright grants such as
Adawi's are awarded to
"increase
rnutual
understanding between the
people of the United States
and the people of other
countries"
through the
rnedium of education. "I'll
be lecturing in English,
French or rny native
Arabic," Dr. Ada\\1 says.
Adawi is frorn Palestine

and grew up near Nazareth.
He attended the Arab
College in JerusaIern; then
came to this country in 1951
where he earned a B.S.
degree
in
engineering
physics frorn Washington
University in St. Louis in
1953. He holds a doctorate
(1957 )
frorn
Cornell
University. After cornpleting
his doctorate, he became a
rnernber of the technical
at
the
RCA
staff
Laboratories in Princeton,
N.J. until 1960, then moved
to Battelle Memorial Institute in Columbus, Ohio,
where he was a research
consultant in solid state
physic and adjunct professor
at the Ohio State University
until 1968. He joined the
UMR faculty in Septernber
of that year.

Two UMR professors selected
for Irish exchange program
SOURCE: OPI
Two professors frorn the
University of Missouri-Rolla
(UMR) and one frorn
University College Dublin
CUCD) have been selected to
receive
Srnurfit-Alton
Packaging Fellowships and
to participate in an exchange
between the two universities
next spring.
They are Henry Sineath,
chairman, department of
engineering rnanagernent,
and
Gary
Patterson,
department of chemical
engineering, UMR; and
Seamus Tirnoney, departof
rnechanical
ment
engineering, UCD. The
narnes of recipients were
announced at a recent
meeting in Dublin.
The three are the first
faculty rnernbers chosen for
the fellowship program
Which
was
established
recently by the Alton
.,-~-

.

I

---

Packaging Corp., Alton, Ill.,
a rnember of the Jefferson
Srnurfit Group Ltd., Dublin.
The program provides for
an exchange of at least two
students and on~ faculty
rnernber each year. Student
fellowships are for one year.
Faculty fellOWShips, in the
form of visiting professorships, are for a period of up
to one rnonth.
At the tirne the fellowship
prograrn was announced,
Michael Srnurfit, president
and chief executive officer,
Jefferson Srnurfit Group and
Alton Packaging Corp., said
that the fellowships were
established at the two
universities because of their
technological reputations.
"This exchange will enhance
the academic offerings and
cultural
experiences
available on both campuses," he said.

Three graduate stUdent:,
frorn UCD, the first to
receive student fellowships
under the program, are
presently studying at UMR.
They are William O'Neill,
rnechanical
engineering;
Padraig Walsh; and Damian
Green,
chemical
engineering.
As visiting professors, the
faculty fellows will give
classes to undergraduate
and graduate engineering
students, assist in the
research projects of the
departrnent, and participate
in a continuing engineering
education course related to
their specialties.
Fellowship
recipients
by
the
were
chosen
Fellowship Prograrn Board
(representatives of the two
universities
and
Alton
Packaging Corp.) frorn a list
of nominees selected by a
cornmittee at each institution.

Tonight Show contestants
Chi Omega won the second place award in the Novelty category at this
year's IFCsing. TKE won first place i n Novelty, and ZTA won first place
in Musical. Pi Kappa Phi won second place in Musical.
ePhoto by Wellington)
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Editor's Note: If your organization is having
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
Building T-l before Monday at 9 p.m. and we will
list it in the Activities Section of the paper. No
articles submitted wUl be printed unless written
in complete sentences with proper grammar. No
schedule or flyers wUl be rewritten and
published by the staff for the Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity. get us
details before Monday at 9: 00 p.m. We wUl advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

SATURDAY
AUTOGRAPIUNG COPIES OF BooK
Professor's Skltek and Marshall will be autographing copies of their
new book at Campus Book Store, 205 W. 12th on Saturday. Dec. 12, 1981
at lO:30 to 1:00. Refreshments will be provided.

Fr

MONDAY

of~

the u

COlLEGE BOWLING LEAGUE
The second half of the College Bowling League w1ll begin Monday,
Jan. lS, 1982 and will continue each Monday that school is in session.
All team scores will begin 0-0 so individuals as well as full teams w1ll
be welcomed to join. Bowling is 9: ()()'12: 00 evenings at Colonial Lanes.
Call Randy at 364-2646 if interested.
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NODAY
CAPS & GOWNS

Students who will be graduating this semester can pick up their
caps and gowns betweenSa.m . and 4:30 p .m. Dec. 7-11 and 14-1S at the
Bookstore in the University Center-West. There is a charge.

hOW to

THURSDAY

leach
weldin

St.' Pat's Facts

TONlGIIT'S MOVIE
"Goldfinger," will be tonight's fUm series movie. The movie
directed by Guy Hamilton with Sean COlUlery and Gert Frobe will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. in MlJes Auditorium (ME 104). Admission $2.75 or
season ticket.

By TOM BENNEY

them I
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deal in
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Marts and the Forum
Shopping Center from 9:00

supervi

There is going to be a
special
campus
sale a.m.-3:00 p.m. Please buy
tomorrow from 8:30 a.m.- these great gifts for
3:30 p.m. in the Student Christmas and support the
St. Pat's celebration.

TIlURSDAY, DEC. 10
Also through Saturday, Dec. l2 - Madrigal Dinners, UMR
Chamber Choir and Collegium Musicum, Centennial Hall, University
Center·East, 6 p.m. Tickets $10 per person, reservations required.
Order forms available at Rolla area banks ; Books 'N' Things, Forum
Plaza Rolla; Logos Bookstore, 708 Pine St., Rolla; Cedar Street
Center Box Office, Rolla; UMR music office, 105 Harrts Hall. For
further information call 341-4185 between 9 a.m. and 4 p .m .

a11ered.

lbeeQUi

Union building. There is still
I can't believe it! There's
one final chance to buy,
though. Saturday the St. less than 100 days till the
Pat's Board will be selling Best Ever, '82. I don't know
their "green stuff" at about you, but with these
various local locations. The finals coming up I could go
town sales will be on Pine for the four-day big buzz of
Street, Kroger, the two Wal- St. Pat's right now! !!

The Mine, cu"ently has seve,al
staff openings fo,:

News Writers
Investigative Reporters

Quality Cleaner._

Dr.

Expert Cleaning
Reasonably Priced
108 w. 7th Str_t
Rolla. Mo. 65401

H you a,e intel'6steci in applying
for these positions, come to the
Miner office ,Bldg. T-7, Monday
night at 9 p.m. 0' call the office.

~~~~~~§

Missouri Miner

The Missouri Miner is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at
Rolla. Missouri. The Missouri Miner features activities of the·
students and faculty of UMR.
364-9792
Editor
Chris Noonan
Business Manager
John Luth
364-9792
Managing Editor
Mary Ford
364-5114
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Features Editor
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364-9792
Features Staff: Rich Bee. Sherry Noonan, Mark Warner. Don
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Sports Editor
Marc Schrank
364-8575
Sports Staff: John Daniel. John Johnson. Larry Tipton. Lisa
Gallagher. Mark Warner, Dan Brown
Photo Editor
Dave Stanfield
364-9792
Photo Staff: Bradley Alexander, Mark Vollmer. Paul Schaeffer. Eric Gieseke. Linda Hardesty. Tom Hart. Jim Hunt. Tim
Farrell.
Proofreader
Nelson Bank
Subscrtptions are available to the ~eneral readership at a rate
of $6 per semester. Articles and photos for puhlicat ion in the
Miner must be in hy 9:00 p.m. on Monday hefore distribution
on Thursday:
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The best way to guard aga in st breast cancer is right
in your hands. It's called breast self-examination.
You see , c han ges are cot'\,tlnuou sly taking place
in your body. That's why a monthl y breast self- .
exam in ation is so important. As you become familiar with how yo ur breasts feel. you ' ll be better able
to notice changes. Any cha nge , like a lump, should
se nd you to the doctor promptly. Fortunately, most
lumps are benign , but finding a ca ncer at a n ear ly
stage greatly increases the chance of surv ival.
50 ask your doctor to teach you breast se lfexamination. And while yo u're at it. as k him
about mammogra phy - a low-dose breast x-ray
th at ca n detect a cancer even before the most
experienced docto r can find it.
For more inform ation , ca ll your local AC5 office.
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Fri. & Sat.-LATE SHOW at the Ritz

anaJyzmg

Evenings 11 :30-No one under 18 admitted

The first step
for the rest of your

LIFE
Why should you think about life
insurance now, when you're still young]
Because, every year that you wait, it
costs more to start your financial
planning. That's why.
Let us show you the
college plan purchased by
more seniors than any
other.
Rich Meier Mark Davis
717 Pine Suite 201
(above Scott's Bookstore)
364-5268
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EE supervisor 'retires
SOURCE:OPI
Frank Huskey, supervisor
of technical labOratories in
the University of MissouriRolla electrical engineering
department, retired at the
end of November after 21
years at UMR.
"One thing I can say about
my job," Huskey says, "it
was never boring!
"It's the work with the
students tljat I have really
enjoyed," Huskey says.
"When I'm teaching them
how to adapt equipment, or
teach them skills such as
welding, I feel it is helping
them learn something extra
that they will use a great
deal in their careers."
Students were among
those, who, under Huskey's ·
SupervIsion,.
repaired,
altered, or changed a lot of
the equipment for use in the

UMR teaching and research
laboratories. In some cases,
they created the equipment
from scratch.
Huskey
assumed
hiS
present title two years ago
after several promotions
from laboratory technician,
a position he took at UMR in
1960.

A native of Rolla, Huskey
graduated from Rolla High
School in 1939. He was employed with Campbell Air
Service and served in the
U.S. Army Infantry. He was
in Europe during World War
II.
"Mechanics at Campbell's
had to do a little bit of
everything," he says. "I not
only worked on airplane
engines and power systems,
I learned a little welding and
other
construction
and
mechanical skills. Later on,
when I worked for Mc-

Donnell Douglas in St. Louis,
it didn't take long to pick up
my A&P (Aircraft and
Power) license. I worked for
McDonnell Douglas on the
flight line and after I'd been
there for seven years, I was
at the top of my grade."
Helping people is a major
part of Huskey's life. .In
addition to his UMR job, he
is a pastor for the Spring
Creek Baptist Church on
HighwayHH.
"I've pastored churches
for 29 years," he says.
"Years ago, I worked at it
full time. I started the First
Baptist Church in Vienna
and helped construct most of
that building (you can see it
- on the right - as you
come into Vienna from the
south on Highway 63). "
Huskey and his wife,
Blanche, have two sons Paul and Danny - who live

Submitted By
pm KAPPA THETA
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Dr. Flanigan helps in India
SOURCE:OPI
Dr.
Virgil
Flanigan,
University of MiSSOuri-Rolla
professor of mechanical
engineering, recently spent
five weeks in India helDim!
develop a biomass conversion research program
under the 'sponsorship of the
U.S.
Agency
for
International
Development
(AID).

Ritz

Frank Huskey

Phi Kappa Theta awarded

i!1:ere's

~

with their families in st.
Louis. There are six grandchildren, three boys and
three girls.
Although he cites _ a
backlog of household chores
at home (205 Adrian in
Rolla), longer camping and
fishing trips during the
week, as well as a larger
garden next summer as
being the extent of his
retirement plans, it is a
pretty safe bet that more of
Huskey's time will be spent
on his church activities.
There is a great deal of pride
as he talks of his small but
growing
congregation
(about 35 at Sunday School
and between 40 and 50 at
church services). There just
may be some ideas beginning to form about increased
activities particularly
with the young people.

In India, Flanigan· worked
with Dr. Charles Hatch,
associate dean of forestry at
the University of Idaho, in
assessing the role of biomass
production and conversion in
meeting energy needs and in
analyzing different con-

version technologies. Special
attention was given to
of
woody
conversion
biomass. The two visited
several industries and institutions
and
made
evaluations and recommendations.
Flanigan said that about 50
percent of the energy used in
the noncommercial sector of
. India is supplied by conversion of such substances
as firewood and crop residue
and that energy poliCies
were reviewed in relation to
these sources.
"From our review, we
developed a plan for increasing biomass feed stock
through
reforestation,

irrigation
and
planned
harvesting techniques," h€
said. "We recommended
that the forestry program be
given top priority and that
research be initiated to
produce pump sets operated
by gas from biomass. Crop
residues seem to be the only
biomass material with a
surplus at the present time.
Using this surplus as a fuel
for the irrigation pumps
would increase agricultural
production and eventually
more biomass. In addition,
of
planned
harvesting
fuelwood is recommended,
and
some
supported
research in. making alcohol
fuels ," he said.

Over
this
past
Thanksgiving break Phi
Kappa
Theta
National
fraternity held its 43rd
Biennial
Convention
in
Chicago,
Illinois.
The
Missouri Mu chapter from
Rolla was represented by
President John Minicky and
Secretary John Macke, and
upon their return they
brought back four out of
seven possible national

awards.
the
The
first
was
" President's Award" for
" surpassing all others in
promoting participation by
its members in student
government
and
other
campus activities."

Publications Award for
. outstanding
chapter
publications.
And the last was the
President's Blue Ribbon
Club Award, for rushing and
successfully pledging 20 or
more men consistently.

A second award was the
Social Action Award, for
conducting
successful
service and fund-raiSing
projects.
Another award was the
George
V.
UihIein

The Missouri Mu chapter
of Phi Kappa T{leta from
Rolla is proud to receive
these awards in which
competition included apprOximately 50 chapters
throughout the country.

Sigma Nu treats kids
The Brothers of Sigma Nu
Fraternity
once
again
sponsored their annual
"Christmas
for
Underprivileged
Children. "
Each year fundraisers are
done to support this activity.
This year, two families, each
with two children ranging in
age from three to seven,
were chosen through the
Rolla division of the Social
Security
Administration.
Brothers picked up these

families Saturday morning
and accompanied them to
Rolla's Christmas Parade.
The children were en-

Santa Claus. Each child sat
upon Santa's lap, whispering
what he or she wanted most
for
Christmas.
Santa,

tertained
by
marching
bands, floats and various
other entries in the parade.
The parade was followed by
lunch at Sigma Nu.

spreading Christmas cheer,
then gave an early Christmas present to each child.

After lunch, the Brothers
and two families assembled
in Sigma Nu's decorated
chapter room for a visit from

This Christmas Party
Weekend, Sigma Nu's activity provided these four
underprivileged children a
Christmas .they otherwise
wouldn't have had.

ted

ReferenduIIJ results
The Student Council Referendum results have been tabulated, with apprOximately
25% of the student body responding. The Council took these results into consideration
and made out a list of recommendations for the ad ministration. The results were
as follows:
NO
OVER 7%
7%
RECOMMINCREASE
INCREASE
INCREASE
ENDATION
Iv. Center
68.9
26.4
4.1
$1.75
Athletics
32.5
50.9
15.7
$6.50
General Lectures
36.9
46.1
16.0
.25
35.0
Student Council
43.3
20.7
.25
25.8
Golf Course
61.9
11.8
.00
34.3
Intramural Field Fee
41.1
24.0
.10
Thanks to all who filled out the referendums for us. Your help was greatly appreciated.

Rolla Christmas Parade.

(Photo by Wellington)
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Professor likes it enough to stay'
research
project
("Development of Computer-Based
Data
Acquisition and Control")
that has been funded through
the University of MissourI's
Weldon Spring Endowment
Research Fund.
"We want to see how we
can best fit our robot (a
PUMA 600 industrial robot)
into
the
mechanical
engineering curriculum," he
said. "We're in the process
of developing and testing
programs for robotic motion
that will meet out needs for
instructional use.
"mtimately, this work will
benefit industry and the
country as a whole, as well
as our students," he added.

SOURCE:OPI

Dr. David Ardayfio

Dr. David Ardayfio liked
what he found at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
so much he decided to extend
his "visit" just a bit.
Ardayfio came to UMR
earlier this year as a visiting
assistant
professor
of
mechanical
engineering.
The "visiting" designation
recently was dropped from
his title, however, and he is
now a full-fledged member
of the UMR faculty.
" I'll probably stay at UMR
for another 40 years," he
said. "The situation here is
ideal. UMR and I are a
perfect match.
"I enjoy the students, the

~~

UMR gets gift
from alum nus
SOURCE:OPI
A gift of property from
Rex Z. Williams to the
University of Missouri-Rolla
has been announced.
The property, located at
1306 Pine st., includes a sixbedroom house currently
used for student rentals.
Williams is a UMR
alumnus and former faculty
member and a member of
the University of MissourI
Board of Curators.

Curators to meet
This month's Board of
Curators meeting has been
moved up a day because of
the Tangerine Bowl. The
official University party
must leave for Florida on
Friday, Dec. 18. Therefore,
the board will meet in
Columbia on Wednesday and
Thursday, Dec. 11>-17, of that
week
instead
of
the
previously
scheduled
Thursday-Friday dates.
It is anticipated that the '
Physical Facilities Committee will meet on Wednesday, Dec. 16, with the
other
committees
and
corporate session scheduled
Thursday, Dec. 17.

CHRISTMAS GIFTING
Poinsettias
$5 & up
Christmas Arrangements
$7.50 & up
For Collectors
Bells. Animals. Music Boxes. Shells. Dolls.
Clowns

Chocolate Greeting Cards
$4.95
MAVRAKOS CAN DIES

2.75
3.75 & 6.25

~~

Books & Records

~ :~~~::

We buy. sell & trade
-Records

~

l
.

6.50
Tree Trimmer Asst. 1 V. lb .............. $ 10
Pecan Burrs .... .... . .. .... 3.85 & 7.25

Gift Nuts ...........................

Wire Christmas Beauty Almost Anywhere

~

364-3161

Applications will be accepted on
January 18 at 9:00, the first meeting
of next semester.
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Th e courses not covered in Se ctions It II, III are to be arranged by the
l.n s tructor in cooperation with the students in that course.

II.

Ill.

periori~

impart

Evening Course Finals are scheduled for the evening session during final
week.

NATOhl

(Room to be

Pershinl

Common Finals inc lude all sections unless otherwise stated.
scheduled by Re g i s trar.)
Chern Engr 27
CE 261
C Sci 73, 74
C Sci 83
C Sci 163
C Sci 218
EE 61, 63
EE 281
EM 50, 150
EM 110
Hist 112, 1 75, 176
L Sci 1, Sec. B
Math 2, 4, 8
Ma th 6, 204
Math 21, 22
ME 204
ME 219
ME 229
HE 261
ME 27 9
Ph ys i cs 21, 23, 24 , 25
Po l Sc i 90

.',,,,J.

* News Writers
* Feature Writers

Good Food Fast·
Not Fast Food

l'!, !~e!, ;:.!: 7::!0 '::'.:n ••:::~::!
at 5 : 30 p . m. Saturday, December 19, ' 1981. Common finals are scheduled for those
courses listed in Section II b e low. Room assignments for common finals will be
announced by the instructor.

TELEFLORA TM
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project.
Ardayfio also is working
on a project using CAD to
develop the optimum design
for planner (movement in
one plane or dimension) and
spatial (movement in three
dimensions
or
planes)
mechanisms.
"I've been able to use
UMR's
new
computer
in
graphics
system
designing these devices and
running
performance
simulations on them," he
said. "It's been a great
help."
When he's not teaching or
working on one of his
projects, Ardayfio can be
found enjoying the outdoors
with his wife, Adina, and
their four sons.
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Chocolate Santos ................ . ...
Giant Chocolate Kisses .. . ..

Facilities are tremendous
and there's a great opportunity for me to make a
contribution," he continued.
"UMR also is a place where
one can grow ' and develop
professionally."
In addition to teaching
classes in kinematics this
semester,
Ardayfio
is
working on several projects
in CAD/CAM (computeralded design and computeraided manufacturing) and
robotics.
UMR is making this new
technology a part of its
engineering curricula, and
Ardayfio is assisting Dr.
Richard T. Johnson, UMR
professor of mechanical
engineering, with a robotics
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Let's not repeat

The lesson of Pearl Harbor

By Stephen A. Cambone

Dr. Gambone takes the
occasion of the fortieth
anniversary of the attack on
Pearl Harbor to reflect on
the current round of arms
negotiations between the
U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
He points out that Imperial
Japan went to war in 1941
because
it
possessed
military superiority in Asia.
It believed that it could
establish an empire before
the U.S. could recover from
the raid on Pearl Harbor.
Faced with this "fait accompli, ..
the
Japanese
gambled that the U.S. would
not pursue the war.
A similar Situation, with
similar consequences, could
result, the author argues, if
the current round of arms
talks confirm the Soviets
military superiority - in
Europe.

o

The
U.S.
opened
negotiations
last
week
(November 30) with the
Soviet Union on the issue of
theater nuclear forces in
Europe. At stake in th~
negotiations is the balance of
military power in Europe.
Due to its deployment of
some 600 intermediate range
ballistic missiles (IRBMs) ,
including 250 modern SS-20s,
each of which carries three
warheads, the Soviet Union
has gained a decided
military
advantage
in
Europe. To balance the superiority that these IRBMs
impart to the Soviets,
NATO has agreed to deploy a
mixed force of 572 U.S.-made
Pershing II and cruise
missiles beginning in 1983.
The NATO nations, quite
understandably,
would
rather that all nuclear
missiles be removed from
the theater. To this end,
President
Reagan
has
proposed that in return for
the cancellation of NATO's
planned deployment, the
Soviets should dismantle
their IRBM forces targeted
on Europe.
It is not likely that the
Soviets will agree to Mr.
Reagan's proposal. Some
compromise between the
present imbalance of forces
and the so called "zero 0ption" will undoubtedly be
necessary.
Whatever
compromise the U.S. and
NATO accept, It is essential
that It deprive the Soviets of
military
superiority
in
Europe.

For despite the "parity"
that exists between the
Soviet Union and the U.S. at
the strategic nuclear level,
and the balance of conventional forces between the
powers in theaters beyond
Europe, military superiority
in Europe may encourage
the Soviets to believe that
they couid win a war with the
U.S. for the control of NATO
Europe.
The commonly held view
among strategic analysts is
that such an event is so
unlikely
as
to
be
preposterous.
Given
America's
promise
to
engage the U.S.S.R. in fullscale nuclear war in defense
of Europe, they contend, the
Soviets wouid have far too
much to lose. Yet the
strategic calcuiations of
Imperial Japan, which led to
its attack on Pearl Harbor
forty
years
ago
this
December 7, give one reason
to reconsider that assumption.
In 1941 the Japanese found
themselves caught on the
horns of a strategic dilemma. On the one side, they
required an Asian empire so
that they couid acquire the
raw materials - oil, iron,
rubber and tin - necessary
for the expansion of Japan's
underdeveloped economy.
With the expanded economy
that these resources wouid
make possible Japan then
couid construct a military
machine powerfui enough to
defeat any western power
that objected to its empire
building.
On the other side, the
Japanese knew that, despite
the weakness of its industrial
infrastructure, they wouid
have to wage war with

Britain, the Netherlands and
the U.S. to gain an empire.
What Japan feared was that
the industrial might of the
West, and of the U.S. in
particuiar,
wouid overwhelm its military forces
before it couid convert its
new empire into military
power.
Japan
did,
Imperial
however,
possess
one
notable strategic advantage.
It enjoyed local military
superiority. Its army was
stronger than all of the
western military garrisons
in Asia. Its navy was
superior to the U.S. Pacific
Fleet. But the strategic
value of that superiority was
being eroded quickly by an
American
re-armament
program inspired by the
European war. Within two or
three years Japan's local
military superiority wouid
be lost. And with it wouid be
lost any opportunity for
Japan to gain control of its
own destiny.
Admiral Nagamo, Chief of
the Naval Staff, summarized
Japan's decision to use its
military superiority to wage
a war for empire in 1941
thus: "The government has
decided that if there is no
war, · the fate of the nation
was sealed. Even if there is a
war, the country may be
ruined.
Nevertheless
a
nation which does not fight in
this plight has lost its spirit
and is already a doomed
nation."
Japan's war plans were as
simple as its strategic
predicament
was
complicated.
To
forestall
American intervention, the
Navy wouid launch a surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, temporarily
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empire was higher than the
cost of acquiescing in its
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reality. Its creation did not
require the unconditional
surrender of the U.S. All that
it required was an American
decision that the cost to itself
of reducing the Japanese
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the U.S. out of the war.
Before the U.S. couid
recover, the army and air
force
wouid
overrun
Southeast Asia from the
Indian border to the eastern
tip of Indonesia.
Presented with this " fait
accompli," and the prospect
of a long and costly war to
defeat Japan, the Japanese
gambled that the U.S. wouid
seek a negotiated settlement
of the war.
With
military
forces
barely adequate for the task,
the Japanese plan very
nearly succeeded. Were it
not for the courage and
dedication of America's
armed forces and the intervention of fate on the side
of the U.S. at the battle of
Midway, the Greater East
Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere
might have become

Expires December 17. 1981
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Flunk Your Finals

By KAREN PENNEY

This semester finals weeks
will be structured a little

differently than in past
semesters. Each department on campus has decided
to give comprehensive finals
- over the entire discipline.
These finals are designed to
simulate real life situations
and if that cannot be
realized, then to test your
overall general knowledge.
Because these finals are
departmental, students who
are taking classes in other
majors will be required to
take the common final. Due
consideration will be given
to the fact that extensive
knowledge of upper level
courses is not known.

Students thinking that
music appreciation and
Psychology 50 are filler
courses will be surprised,
and not pleasantly. Here is
the latest run down on these
two finals ; Music: Write a
piano concerto. Orchestrate
and perform it with flute and
drum. You will find a piano
under
your
seat.
Psychology: Based on your
knowledge of their works,
evaluate the emotional
stability, degree of adjustment, and repressed
frustrations of each of the
following: Alexander of
Aphrodisias, Rameses II,
Gregory of Nicea, Hammurabi.
Support
your
evaluations with references
from each man's work. with

appropriate quotations. It is
not necessary to translate.
All History and Political
courses will take the same
final. There is a red
telephone on the desk beside
you. Start World War III.
Report at length on its sociopolitical effects, if any.
Mili tary Science for the
first time has decided to
include a final exam in its
requirements. We hope you
listened well when 'Captain
Plummer took apart that M60. The final is: The
disassembled parts of a
high-powered rifle have been
placed in a box on your desk.
You will also find an instruction manual printed in
Swahili. In ten minutes, a
hungry Bengal tiger will be

been provided with a razor
blade, a piece of gauze, and a
bottle of alcohol. Remove
your appendix. Do not suture
until your work has been
inspected. You have fifteen
minutes.
And here is an inside scoop
on the Physics final, straight
from the desks of Anderson
and Cole: Explain the nature
of matter. Include in your
answer an evaluation of the
impact of mathematics on
science. Also, redevelop
Einstein's
theory
of
relativity.
Because UMR is an
engineering school each
engineering department has
prepared their own final.

admitted to the room. Take
whatever action you feel
appropriate. Be prepared to
justify your decision.
Biology majors will attempt to play God this
semester. The (im) possible
question could be: Create
life. Estimate the difference
in subsequent human culture
if this form of life had
developed 500 million years
earlier, with special attention to its probable effect
on the English parliamentary system. Prove your
thesis.
Life Science majors will be
ready for their entrance
exams to medical school
after this question. You have

The
departments
and
questions are listed below in
alphabetical order.
Civil Engineering: Ten
tons of bricks have been
placed on the roof above you.
This weight is significantly
greater than the critical
load. Design and build
supports to hold this load.
You must remain in the
room.
Chemical Engineering and
Chemistry: On the table in
front of you are three

-FiJ

The starting salary is the highest you will ever be offered, and the work is as challenging as it comes. If you consider yourself one of the best at what you do and would like to
learn from one of the best, call or send your resume and transcript immediately to our
Personnel Department. We are an equal opportunity employer, mlf.
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For a break
during finals,
stop by
Ruby's.
Open Mon.·Sal.
9:00 a.m.·9:30 p .m .
Sun . 2 p.m.-9 p.m .
Forum Plaza
Shopping Center
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We are seeking December graduates who will possess a BS in Mechanical Engineerk g
or Petroleum Engineering and are willing to enter our fast · paced training program.
Once accepted, you will spend 2·3 months in the U .S . as an acclimation period and
thEm 2-3 months in Pau, France where you will attend our training school. After a 2
year overseas assignment (on land and offshore) your ultimate assignment as a Drilling
Engineer will be in the U .S. or overseas.

Junior/Senior level EE's.
Keep up the good work girls,
no matter how much we
stare.
Probably the largest difference is the ungodly
enrollment. Everywhere you
look, there's always more
people. Gone are the days
when you could put your feet
up on the desk in front of you,
drag the one next to you over
and build kind of a modular
recliner. This makes it
almost impossible to get a
decent hour's sleep. And the
bars, if you don't phone
ahead and make a reser-

"Quiet
outo/her

MarsmnaJ
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opportunity (?) to spend
down here. For the first time
since I can remember, we've
had to put up with Beer
Inspectors and (Gads! )
getting carded at parties.
You can only wonder what
this is going to do to our
reputation, not to mention
St. Pat. 's. It's going to take a
lot of dedicated effort from
the of age drinkers around to
make SP 1982 the Best Ever.
A nation is watChing.
Another observation worth
noting is that the Campus
Beautification
Program
enacted last year is finally
beginning to take effect.
There's a heckuvalot more
fabulous femme fatales
lurking about than in the
past.
Unfortunately an
underwhelming number are

another

replied d

lJIugs.
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Well sportsfans, here it is,
the end of the regular
season. The Bowl games
start next week and the·
rankings will be out over
break. It's hard to believe we
started this abortion fifteen
weeks and three days ago.
As this week draws to a
close, there's just one thing I
want to know.... What the
hell happened to Dead
Week? You know, it's supposed to be like that extra
week of rest between the
playoffs and the Super Bowl.
I mean four tests and a lab
project is a little much. Not
to mention a newspaper
column. Which brings me to
the crux of the biscuit.
This semester somehow
seems different from the
others I've had the

"Get
whJSPf!'
"Not

office, cru
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one of the many companies within the Schlumberger family, is
currently in the process of building a team of competent professional drilling people
who 'will 'serve as the core of our organization in the years to come.
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Scooter P.1.

Hitman for Hire

and
SOURCE:SPI
Doc shook Scooter several
times. trying not to make
much noise.
"Get up Scooter." Doc
whispered.
"Not
agaIn,
smoke
another cigarette... Scooter
replied drowsily.
"Quiet Scooter, let's get
out of here."
"Huh. what. oh yeah,"
Scooter said as he regained
his wits, "let's go."
Doc and Scooter hastened
from the Chancellor's outer
office, careful not to disturb
those within the inner office,
that
being
Chancellor
Marshmallow and his two
thugs.
When they were outside

Doc turned to Scooter. "Well
Scoots, what are we gonna
do now. Looks like you got
yourself in qulte a mess."
"Let's get back to the
Ferrari. I'll think up a plan
when we're at my office...
Later, at the office...
"Tell me the part. about
the
Chancellor
having
Scooter shot. agaIn." G.B.
told Doc.
"Shut up G.B., I'm trying
to think," Scooter yelled.
"Bam. right through the
forehead." G.B. laughed,
and pointed his finger at
Scooter.
"Cut it out G.B.... Doc
said.
"No. wait, that·s a good
idea." Scooter told his pals.
"Boy.
you're
really

Finals
beakers contaIning clear.
odorless liquids. Using data
gaIned from · actual experiments on yourself. write
a report on the effects each
has on the human body. Two
of the beakers contain toxic
substances of unknown
origins. For extra credit
develop antidotes to these
substances.
Chemical
Engineers should also design
plants to manufacture all
three substances.
Flow
diagrams and economic
evaluations are required.
(Reed must have had a hand
in making this one up. )
Electrical Engineering: In
front of you is a circuit board
with twenty wires and
resiStors,
numerous

cracked now, Scooter. Doc told me they come here
every Tuesday for Thug
stated.
"Don·t you see, we'll get Night," Scooter replied.
G.B. still didn·t like the
them to hire G.B. as the
idea of going into a bar
hltman." Scooter said.
"Whoa now P.I., this is called the Gangster's Pub.
startin'
to
sound but if he wanted to be as
dangerous."
G.B.
said famous as Scooter he'd have
shaking his head.
to get in the action.
"Don't worry G.B.. I got it
G.B. slammed the door of
all figured out... Scooter the Ferrari and sauntered
over to the tavern, trying to
reassured.
"Now you know why I'm look mean.
worried," G.B. shot back.
As he stepped into the
"What's the plan Scoots? .. barroom he recalled the
Doc asked.
desCription Scooter had
"Okay. first we find out given him of these thugs.
where the Chancellor's thugs The one, called Hocker.
hang out. then ... ..
talked slow and had terminal
"You sure these guys will bad hair. The other, known
be here Scooter?"
as Spike. never spoke. he
"Quit worryin' G.B.. the only giggled.
bartender at the EAT house
SUddenly G.B. heard a

"Sit down pal. maybe we
can help you." Hocker said
as his partner giggled.
G.B. grabbed the Tequila
bottle off the bar along with
a couple lemons and a
shaker of salt.
"Tequila boys?" G.B.
offered as he sat down.
"SUre," Hocker said as he
took the salt, put some on his
hand and poured out a shot of
tequila.

"You know, we might have
some work for you, if your

See
Scooter
Page 13

GRELLNER SALES
AND SERVICE, INC.

from page 6

capacitors, and inductors.
Electrodes are taped to your
wrists and temples. In thirty
seconds 12.000 volts will pass
through these electrodes.
Two of the twenty wires will
disconnect the circuit. All
others will close the circuit
immediately.
Geological Engineering:
Hot lava is flowing towards
the classroom. First. find the
temperature of the lava, the
compostion and its flow rate.
Then. stop the flow with
whatever
necessary.
Asbestos gioves are supplied.
Mechanical Engineering:
5000
remote
controlled
Russian tanks are headed
towards the room. with guns

loud giggle and headed for it.
He seated himself at the bar,
next to the table occupied by
Hocker and Spike, and ordered a bottle of Tequila.
He turned and spoke
towards the two ruffians.
"Hey. you guys know
where the jail is around
here?"
Hocker looked at him and
slowly began to speak.
"Whatfor?"
"My buddy. Scarface Joe.
is supposed to be there,"
G.B. retorted.
"What do you know him
from?" Hocker asked.
"Let·s just say we're both
in the same business." G.B.
replied.

sighted between your eyes. A
manual written in Chinese is
to your right. Find a way to
infiltrate the tanks and
disassemble whatever you
feel necessary to stop them.
The tanks are programmed
to fire at 100 yards. Be
prepared to explaIn all actions to the KGB.
Mining: ExplaIn how the
development of iron and
copper affected the war
tactics of three ancient
cultures one of which must
be the Etruscans. Include in
your presentation the mining
techniques and manufacture
of some implement from the
early
Egyptians.
All
available transcripts are
provided in the original
form.

Nuclear
Engineering:
Split an atom. Put it together
agaIn.
Most of these questions are
straight
from
the
mimeograph machine and
very hot. Because the finals
are new this year a little
extra help in preparation
was thought necessary.
One other minor change in
finals
week
concerns
graduating senlors. Seniors
must take a final over
general
knowledge.
Describe in detail. Be objective and specific. If not
enough points are scored on
this test an extra credit final
will be given. You must
define the universe and give
three examples.
Good luck!

Distributor of Miller,
Miller Lite, Pabst Blue Ribbon, Andeker &
Lowenbrau

•
,

,'

'Ill ."

If you are
having a party .
contact our
campus rep.

II
It

KEVIN 150M 364·8535

ill
III

DEAR UMR GRADUATE:

o
o
o
o

o

o

A&W
wishes to
congratulate all
UMR Graduating Seniors

LOTS
OF
LUCK ..
1202 N. Bishop'
Rolla, MO
364-8998

Congratulations on your
forthcoming graduation. You have
worked hard to receive your degree,
and one of your rewards will be an
opportunity to work in the
engineering department of the
company of your choice.
Our company offered special
finance arrangements to the UMR
seniors for many years. We offer
these terms to you on the new
Oldsmobile, Buick, AMC, Jeep, of
your choice. These terms include a
low down payment and small
monthly payments until you are
established in your new position.
Visit our Dealership and let our
sales staff help you.

Tell that someone special "I love you" with
this gracefully designed heart and diamond
pendant,this holida y season.
It's 14K gold and affordably priced by
Jewelmont .
DESIGN BY JEWELMONT<!>,

Very truly yours,

~~c.L_
Norman Schweiss
SCHWEISS MOTOR CO., INC.
500 Hwy. 63 South
Rolla. Missouri

715 Pine
364-2142

j

IPmmam~------~------------
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over·

Selection of
Science and Technical Books

II

painw

Cartof
speciB

.99 to$4.99
Selection of
General Gift Books
$ I .99 to $ 7 .99
Additional

held
~

and

1001,

p.m.,
Unive

10% OFF these already low sale prices.

'!be

AniJ
called
painti
makiJ1

Spring texts are now arriving.
Large selection of USED and new texts.
We are now buying books.

won.

painte
sheet
U"xl4

2 0 % OFF
Selected group of Kohinobr Pens & Points

Kappa Delta placed third in Novelty in the I FC Greek Sing.
(Photo by Wellington)

Ford isa
Four Letter Word
Gerald Ford jokes enjoyed
a brief revival on the
University of Michigan
campus recently during the
November 23 federal budget
crisis.
At a campus Senate Advisory
Committee
on
University Affairs meeting
the day the federal government theoretically ran out of
money and couldn't com-

promise on a new budget
bill, a faculty member rose
to congratulate the Gerald
Ford Presidential Library
for being the only campus
building to close down
completely in the confusion.
Administrator
David
Neebink tried to quiet the
titters by saying there had
been "serious talk" in
Washington, D.C. about
raising money for another
building on the campus that,

Groundwaves
vation you can hardly get a
beer, much less a pitcher.
By the way, how many of
you drivers out there bought
a Rolla City sticker? After
all of the controversy last
year, I figured by holding out
I'd be nominated for
Criminal of the Year. Well,
there's always next year.
Speaking of next year, all
you would be radio Greats
and closet DJ's ought to drop
on by and fill out an ap-

Delicious
MEXICAN FOOD
"MEXICO CITY STYLE"
Closed Mondav

"LA POSADA"
.

364 · 1971
Dining Room
Food To Go
HighwaV 63 S.
ROllA. MO .

[)e

Thursday , Dec . 10 , 1981

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
----SUPER-CHRISTMAS SALE

SOURCE: CPS

~

plication. We have a limited
number of trainees we can
take on, so the sooner you get
on file , the better.
If you have been listening
to the station lately, you've
noticed our programming
has been a little unpredictable. If you haven 't, I
want some of your drugs.
Anyway, you ain't seen (or
heard ) nothin' yet. Contrary
to popular belief, us humble
folks here at KMNR Rolla

when finished, would bear
Ford's name. Ford, of
course, is a Michigan
alumnus.
Another
committee
member loosed a torrent of
irreverent comment when he
asked
just what
the
university would put in a
new Ford building. The
committee - presumably
facetiously - resolved to use
it for a university bruise
center.

from page 6
Missouri, Inc., do indeed, on

occasion, once in a while,
study for finals. Another
legend shot to hell. We'll do
the best we can to keep on
the air and we might even
slip an artist or album
feature
past
ya
like
Longhair's Grateful Dead
feature on Monday night at
6:00, so listen close. That's
all for Groundwaves on this
Thursday, December 10th.

••••••
•

••
••
••
••••.

Competitive prices on '/ , borrel

Beverage Mart
1021 Kingshighway·Next to Pizza Hut
7:00 a .m. to Midnight
" See our expanded are,, "

pla~

and ph

top

1 0 % OFF
All pens & pencils in showcase
including Cross, Parker, Schaeffer,
Papermate, Staedtler, Pentel and
Osmiroid Calligraphy Pens.
Basic Drafting Kit $16.99 Value

pictur(

CeJs

prints

1liey 2
iJJear
final

photog
camet·
1lJis

NOW$II.95
Your choice of soft case or moulded vinyl case. \
(Kit required for ET-l 0)

3 piece set of drafting instruments.
Reg.$24.95NOW$14.95
Advanced set of drafting instruments.

Wlique
repre5(

~

t.1inzbl

answer
The
feature
from
Disney
Jungle
Hood/'

\

~

Reg. $44.95 NOW $ 2 9 . 9 5
3 piece irregular curves set

: f;>

1!'

"The
Aristoo

Reg. $3.95 Now$2.50
See our low prices
,o n drafting boards & drafting tables.
SALE ENDS DEC. 19, 1981

recenU,
and

from so
films 01

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All sportswear in stock 10% OFF.
Some groups up to 1/3 off.
UMR souvenir lighters and key chains.
Reg. 1.98 NOW .75
CasioFX-702P $199.95
Sharp El-51 00
79.95
TI-55 II
49.95
HP-11C 121.00
HP-34C 129.95
TI-58C
99.95
HP-4 1C 225.00
TI-59
225.00
HP-41CV 292.50

SPECIAL SALE
4 function T'" 10 10
Reg. $ 11 .95 NOW $

ui

pencil

8.9 5

~.!..!I.!.!~~~~1!.!!-.~!!I!I..!.I!.~_~.!~I!~~.

Campus Book Store
205 W. 12th Street Rolla 364-3710

~

~
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Animation eels on campus
If you are a fan of Bugs
Bunny, Wile E. Coyote,

Winnie the Pooh, or a hunother
cartoon
characters,
there's
an
exhibit that's sure to win you
over.
Hundreds of animation eel
paintings from HollywQ9d
cartoons are the subject of a
special exhibit and sale to be
held at the University of
Missouri-Rolla,
Thursday
and Friday, December l(}-ll,
1981, from 10 a.m. until 7
p.m., in the west foyer of the
University Center.
The public is invited.
Animation eel paintings,
called "eels," are the
paintings actually filmed in
making the animated cartoon. Each character is
painted by hand on a clear
sheet of aeetate, usually
U"x14" or larger, then
placed against a background
and photographed one by one
to produee a reel of motion
picture film.
Cels are one-of-a-kind, not
prints or reproductions.
They are the culmination of
the artistic process - the
final
image
that
is
photographed
by
the
dred

cel paintings featuring the
popular
Warner
Bros.
Original Disney art work
characters - Bugs Bunny,
has 10hg appealed to a broad
range of collectors. In Daffy Duck, Wile E. Coyote,
reporting an auction of the Roadrunner, Pepe Le
Disney animation eels at . Pew, and the Tasmanian
Parke
Bernet Devil. Some of these painSotheby
Galleries in L.A., the L.A. tings bear the signature of
Times (7-3-81) wrote, "The Chuck
Jones,
widely
cels commanded stiff prices,
as
one
of
regarded
reflecting the rising demand America's
foremost
for Disney memorabilia by animators.
art dealers and Disney
Competing ' for
the
collectors. And the value collector's attention are
seemed to have little to do animation eels from Ralph
with the age of the pieces."
Bakshi's
best-known
Today many people are productions:
"American
investing in animation cel
Pop" and "Wizards." Some
paintings of all kinds.
of the eels have been signed
especially singed pieces. Of by Ralph Bakshi.
particular importanee at
Another highlight of this
this exhibit is a collection of exhibit-sale is the artwork
will also be offered.

from
"Gnomes,"
an
imaginative and popular
fantasy film based on the
best-selling book.
Finally, the exhibit-sale
will include cels from dozens
of other cartoons from
vintage Krazy Kats and
Betty Boops to cels from
current television shows.
The interest in animation
art work as a collectible and
as Fine Art has burgeoned in
recent years. Part of this
growth has to do with the
.generally reasonable prices
for original art work.
Writing in Rarities (Summer, 1981), a magazine
devoted to Collectibles,
Leonard Shannon explains,
" .. . animation art is still
affordable. All kinds of
paintings can be bought for
less than $50.00. But,
regardless of priee, any
artwork created for an
animated film is, by its very
nature, unique and collectible."
Pennanent collections of
animation art may be found

Museum of Modern Art, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
and the San Francisco
Museum of Art. Original
animation art was the
subject of a two-month
exhibit at the Library of

Congress in Nov., 1978 and
this summer, an elaborate
exhibit was held at the
prestigious
Whitney
Museum of Art in New York
City, attracting enonnous
interest.

REAL CHEESE GIFTS
10% Off·
this week

Taylor
Magnum
Champagne

110

10-9
\ \\ 'N'
1806 Hwy. 63 N.
.;::. Cheese & ~".
364-7630
~ Spirits Shoppe '"

$12.99

cameta.
This
exhibit
was
authenticated by Gallery
Lainzberg of Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, the nation's bestknown specialist in this
unique
art
fonn.
A
representative of Gallery
Lainzberg will be on hand to
answer questions.
will
The
exhibit-sale
feature a selection of cels
from feature-length Walt
Disney films, including "The
Jungle
Book."
"Robin
Hood," "Winnie the Pooh,"
"'!be

Rescuers,"

"The

Aristocats,"
and
the
recently-released, "The Fox
and the Hound." Original
pencil animation drawings
from some of Disney's early
films of the 1930s and 19405

s.

..i&•

.'!!!>rz.r.......",.
"What's up Doc?"
(Courtesy Warner Bros., Inc.)

••••••• ••••
•
•
~~&aJ..\ ~~
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•• • • • • • • • • • ••
R.eturning
by Popular Demand

Your Entertainment
Center in Rolla

1.00
9.95
5.00
12.50

r-

•

•

I.

The Fabulous

Lounge
PLUS
The Finest Food
For lunch or Dinner
Visit

The Three Rivers Restaurant

That's right. You will have to *sring Your Own
Resume to General American 's year-end bash for
Data Processing Professionals . On December29 .
1981 . General American Life I nsurance Company
is holding a Career Conference to letthe St. Louis
EDP community know who we are and what kind
of career opportunities we have to offer.
Join us between 9AM-7PM and help us celebrate
our openings for entry-level programmers ,
system analysts , and computer operations
specialists . You 'll have a chance to discuss your
career goals with some of the top EDP specialists
within our industry. They will tell you exactly why
General American is one of the finest places for
you to gain thorough technical training and
hands-on job experience .
Come over to General American Life Insurance
Company during your holiday break and don't
forget to BYORI
For more details and directions to the Data
ProceSSing Event of the Year . please call 8438700 ext. 5339 . 13045 Tesson Ferry Road , St .
Louis . MO 63128 . An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/ F.

THE GREAT STEAK SALE 10 oz. Sirloin Steak with Baked Potato .
Salad. Vegetable and Beverage for only $6.95.
Every Wednesday . Thursday and Saturday

"No. J in People P/easin"®

Martin Spring Dr .

Rolla

364 · 5200

~------------------------------.--- ------------~

LIFE

IN S URAN C E

COMPANY

.,~mm~

____________________________________________________________________________________..... __ -
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skknesso,SanitYAssassins beware
SOURCE: CPS

Students at different
campuses call It "Killer,"
" Assassin " "Secret Agent "
" Godfath~r," and - m~t
commonly - "KAOS" (for
Killing As an Organized
Sport). .
But the faculty of St.
Ambrose College, Davenport, Iowa, calls It a
"sickness in our society"
and
"a
degrading,
destructive infection. "
Hence,
St.
Ambrose
became the most recent
campus to try to ban the
game, in which students
secretly stalk each other

with rubber darts or tags.
TIle number of schools
outlawing the game has
grown with the sports'
remarkable
spread
in
popularity around campuses
durtng 1981.
Oregon State was the first
school to ban the game, but
was qulckly followed by the
University
of
Massachusetts-Amherst,
and Southwest Missouri
State University.
A number of other schools
like Arizona State, Florida
and Loyola of New Orleans
have forbidden certain clubs
and groups from using the
game as fundralsers.

Delaco,te P,ess Release
It has been five years since
Peter Stanhope was a spy for
his father's company, the
Stanhope Security Corporation
an ultrasecretive international intelligence organization. He
knew he had to give up the
bloody, treacherous business
after he witnessed the death
of his brother 'Thomas in
Persia at the hands of the
very people who had employed him. Peter turned his
back on the shadowy
business and on his famlly
and has been in self-imposed
exile on a scientific study in
dlstant Africa ever since.
Now, Peter Is suspiciously
summoned home to America
to attend his surviving
brother Austin's wedding.
Little does he realize that his
trip to the United States will
plunge him back into the
dangerous world of the international
espionage
community as it does in THE
WEDDING
GUEST
by
David Wiltse. Already an

establishment.
Soviet hegemony over
NATO Europe would affect
the balance of power between It and the U.S. in much
the same way as Japanese
hegemony over Asia would
have altered the balance
between Japan and the U.S.
Not only would the U.S. lose
the political, mllltary and
economIc
advantages
western Europe provides,
but those same advantages
would accrue to the Soviets.
Under such conditions it is
unlikely that the U.S. could
ever redress the balance of
power with the Soviets In
Europe or any other theater
of confrontation.
TIle loss of Europe mIght
not occasion the uncondl tlonal surrender of the
U.S., but it would ensure its
defeat just R5 sUrely as
recognition of the Greater
East Asia Co-Prosperlty
Sphere would have meant
defeat In the aftermath of
Pearl Harbor.

tried to stress Issues of peace request, changed the name
and social justice," explains of the St. Ambrose version of
St.
Ambrose
faculty the game from Killer to
chalrman Dr. Edmund Godfather.
Last spring Southwest
Dunn. "TIle general feeling
Is that the game Is hardly Missouri State University
consistent with the mIssion President Dr. Duane Meyer
halted a university Rifle and
of our college."
Associate Professor John Pistol Club KAOS funGreenwood, who drew up the draising game because he
faculty resolution asklng the personally dlsllked the
student government to with- principle behind the game
draw support of the game, . and because of "several"
clalms the game Is basically negative complaints about It
"simulated assassination" from the community.
Despite opposition, the
and is "physically and
game has been popular,
ethically dangerous. "
Earlier in the semester, though not always effective
the student government, at as a fundralser. SWMSU's
the
admlnlstratlon's rifle club officer Jim

Chenault sald the game
before it was banned made
just enough "to buy us all an
evening of pizzas and a few
pitchers of root beer."
A Penn State fraternity
ralsed a total of "$66, after
expenses"
last
spring,
"despite a real big turnout.
We had about 80 people
signed up," according to an
Intrafraternity
Council
officer at Penn State.
"It's just a lot of fun,"

F

See

Assassins
Page 13

The Wedding Guest

Alternate Selection of the
Book-of-the-Month
Club,
Wiltse's compelling first
novel will be published by
Delacorte Press on January
19, 1982.

WhIle
Peter
warily
mingles with Austin's happy
wedding party, a sudden
shot rings out like a clap of
thunder. He lies stunned and
wounded on the ground and Austin, the intended
victim, quickly disappears.
P eter awakens in a hospital
bed only to find himself
under
surveillance
by
security agents. With imposing guards at his door, he
realizes that his summons
home must have a far
greater purpose than his
attendance
at Austin's
wedding. Something goes
terribly awry - and Peter is
determined to find out what.
Peter's quest takes him
first into the Stanhope
Security Corporation where
he discovers that Austin has
become involved in one of

Lesson

Still other schools have
modified the game. Instead
of rubber darts, Oregon
State and University of
Pennsylvania
students
played rounds of the sport
with chocolate klsses. One
short-lived Michigan State
version used pies Instead of
the rubber darts.
But the hunting nature of
the game makes many
uncomfortable.
Publicity
surrounding the University
of Florida version last spring
led to a barrage of mall from
alumni threatening to withdraw support for the
university.
" Our college has always

the
most
dangerous
operations sse has ever
been privy to: a plot involving the Shah of Iran, an
ex-President of the United
States and an amazing sum
of sixty-nine mlllion dollars.
Peter learns that Austin is
trying to get in on the money.
He realizes that the murderous schemers have been
onto Austin's intention and his knowledge of their
plan - and so they have
fingered Austin for extermination. What's more,
Peter discovers that it was
he who intercepted their
deadly bullet on the fateful
day of Austin's wedding.
As he continues his investigation, Peter uncovers
layer after layer of hlghlevel wrongdoings that point
him unhaltingly to the
treachery of his own
government, and remind
him of the betrayal he felt at
the hands of the government
five years before in Persia.

from page 5

It may be objected that the
Soviets would rather achieve
hegemony over western
Europe by means other than
war. Undoubtedly, they
would ; but diplomacy Is an
uncertain thing. Moreover,
the West mIght yet devote Its
superior industrial capacity
to
regaining
absolute
superiority over the Soviet
Union.
TIlus,
if
the
U.S.S.R.'s
mllltary
superiority in Europe is
guaranteed in the present
talks, In the spirit of Adm.
Nagamo, they mIght choose
to take sooner that which
they mIght not get later.
If the Soviets are led to
believe that they can occupy
western Europe quickly,
presenting the U.S. with a
"falt accompli," they may
be willing to gamble that the
U.S. wlli find its promIse to
defend western Europe by
means of full-scale nuciear
war too high a price to pay to
thwart Soviet ambitions.
After all, the bombs will fall

on both nations.
It is, then, essential that
the U.S. enter the current
round
of
negotiations
determined to redress the
mllitary balance in Europe.
Otherwise, It is not beyond
the realm of possibility that
it mIght find Itself faced with
a decision it would rather not
be forced to make.

He realizes who was behind
the death of 'Thomas and the
attempt on Austin's life, and
suddenly finds himself being
tracked down by the very
same blood-thirsty assassin.
He is filled with a fuller

commitment to avenge the
destruction of his famlly.
Powerful forces want their
deceits covered up and so the
action spins faster and faster
until Peter, Austin, and their
enemy are drawn together
for a final taut, dramatic

.'
:~
•

duel.

TIlough THE WEDDING
GUEST is David Wiltse's
first novel, he is an accomplished
writer
for
movies,
theater,
and
television. He lives in
Weston, Connecticut.

Short Term Hospital Policy
VALUABLE PROTECTION WHEN YOU ARE:
-Policy issued by agency
-Recently graduated
-On vacation from college
-Coverage 60-1 80 days
-Waiting to be covered under group policy
! In need of temporary medical protection

.
•

••
••
•••
•

4.1

•

6.

•

8.

•

9.~"

."-••

•••••

CELLAR GAM ES
1107 Pine Below Sunnywall Flowers
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. midnight

FREE SINGLE

This coupon may not be used
with any other coupon or speciaL

HMlBURGER

Cheese and tomato extra.
One FREE Single per Coupon_
Present coupon when ordering.
Expires Dec. 18th-Rolla Location Only!

.....,

•

•

WHEriYOU
BUYOriE

2.

·•

goQde", CRuQe 9",gullol<1Ce u4ge",cy
215 W. 8th Street. Ramsey Building. Suite 212 364-8888

Have a
Merry .
Christmas!!!
See you next Semester at

1-

s
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32 Flap
33 Babylonian
deity
34 Possess

26 Female
28 Cloth
measure
31 Proceed

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE

~ty

FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

alter

Pring,

rnout.

/EiOPle
loan
P\UIcII

36 Pariah
38 Brim
39 Woe word
41 Tibetan
priest
43 Concerns
45 Specks
48 Inflate
50 Attraction
51 Urge on
52 Cut off
54 Actual being
55 Seeds
56 Encountered
57 Fret
DOWN

ACROSS
1 Agreement
5 Ancient
8 War god
12 European
land
13 Tiny
14 Frog genus

fun,"

s
13

15 Stupor
17 Gun , e.g.
19 Chemical
compound
20 Get up
21 Short jar:ket
23 - muffin
24 Bitter vetch

.

1 Man 's nickname

2 Ventilates
3 Boxes
4 Doctrine
5 Be in debt
6 French article

7 Condensed
moisture
8 Macaw
9 Pillage
10 Man 's name
11 Rational
16 Blackbird
18 Merit
22 Memoranda
23 Biblical tower
24 The seif
25 Tier
27 Chart
29 Hawaiian
wreath
30 Lick
35 Restricted
36 Final
37 Helicline

46 Comlort

47 Killed
49 Shade tree

50 Likely
53 Digraph

Puzzle Answer

38 Newest
40 Conducts
42 Sulks
43 Covers
44 Danish island

•••••
~.

••
•
: ~ampus Paperback Bestselle~ :
•••••••

OCTOBER

•••••••

1. 101 Uses lor a Dead Cat, by Simon Bond . (C larkson N.
_~otter , $2.95) Cartoon humor.

•
•

•
•

•
.•

2. The Simple Solullon to Rublk's Cube, by James G. Nourse.
(Bantam , $1.95) Puzzle solver.

•
•

•

3. The Key to Rebecca, by Ken Follett. (NALlSignet, $3.95)

•

•

World War II spy intrigue: fiction .

•
••
•
•

•

4. Firestarter, by Stephen King . (NALlSignet , $3.95)
Terror becomes child's play : fiction.
.

•

5. The Official Preppy Handbook, edited by Lisa Birnbach .

••

6. What Color is Your Parachute? by Richard Nelson Bolles .
(Ten Speed Pre~: $6.95) Career and job gu ide.

•
•

_ ~ rkman, $4.95) A guide to good taste: humor.

·
•
•

7. The Clan of the Cave Bear, by Jean M. Auel. (Bantam ,
__ $3. 7~) Cr.<:>~agnon /N ~ndert~a l saga .

•

8. Mastering Rubik's Cube, by Don Taylor. (Holt, $1 .95)
Puzzle solver.
- - - - --9. Side Effects, by Woody Allen . (Ballantine , $2.75)
Short stories by the master 01 humor.

•

Da~ielle

Steei. (Dell , $3:50)
10. The Rln;, by
__ ~",,~epin~.?mantic saga.

•
•
•

................

-

•

...

Con\i)o"",r.,t""O><o->oc*OfH~£4uc.''''''' fr{lm'''Iot",,,,on'''ppI''''br~.';''... ~nout!... cou,,,,yOctOl>er;s:-19Si

~

.
•
•

•

•

•
•

Introducing the 1982 Toyota Celica
match the "show:' Variable power assist
rack-and-pinion steering and independSupras. Enter the world of high perent rear suspension provide outstanding
formance in style. Theres Supra, with
road handling. And both Supras come
its sporty flared fenders and wide,
with a long list of standard features,
aggressive tires; or the dramatic Supra
including 5-speed overdrive transL-Type for refined , comfortable Grand
mission , ventilated and power-assisted
Touring. Both models have a totally
4-wheel disc brakes. aluminum alloy
new eye-catching body design with a
wheels, AM / FM / MPX electronic
low drag coefficient (Cd) - 0.348- to
stereo receiver with 5 speakers, and
cut through the wind . Under the hood ,
more. Come see the '82 Supras. Feel
both Supras have the same electronithem. Drive them. We have them.
cally fuel-injected 2.8 liter Twin Cam
They're the right stuff.
6-cylinder engine to make Supra's " go"
You may not find a better value on the road today.

IT'S HIGH STYLE, IT'S HIGH
PERFORMANCE IT'S SUPRASONIC!
Supra

Hwy.72 East Rolla, MO 341-2005

,"

1'1

I,I,
"

~mm~Bm~
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Classified are offered tree of charge as a service
and source of entertalnment to the readers.
·The MINER will not print the combJnation of
first and last names.
·The MINER will print phone m.unbers only In

business-related ads.
The MISSOURI MINER reserves the right to edit
or to refuse publication of any class/Iieds that its
stafffinds offeJJsiveor libelous.
Cl&SSifieds should be submitted by 9 p.m the
Monday before the issue in whicb it is to appear.

COMPUTERPRAYER
Our O.S. who art In core

IDM be thy name
Thy system come
Thy crashes done
On disk as it is In memory
Give us this day our daily I/O
And forgive us our syntax errors
As we forgive those who have erred before us
And lead us not Into fortran
But deliver us from Cobol
For yours is the mainframe,
The system,
And the program forever,
Logoff

To RP's Cross Sectional Crew:
Fred - Well .. .yes. No thanks. Or not. And get that walk fixed. That's
all because we're closed. Sayama.
Bugger - You sure ask a lot of questions for someone from New
J e rsey. Paul Harvey ... Goodday. Regard to Tex.
Bat guy - You'll never stop the forces of evil on the utterly COlltempable plane, but you will make someone a good husband.
Buck - Oh shit! You had better not call me to ride shotgun, understand? And layoff the fishtank.
Tom - I love Dez Prez. You shouldn't drink so much root beer, it will
make you want to graduate.
Larry - I'll be listening for you on ... a Starlight Concert. And many
thanks for use of the Smith Corona.
Steve - It's obvious how I think about you, but I wish you plenty of
luck because you sure as hell need it. Kalculators away.
Kid Reago - You have too much humility and are too smart, but
you're a hell of a writer and a table-wizard.
Jim - Much luck with molars and neckties.
So to the best bunch of clowns on campus: Thanks !
The Original Whiz Kid.
Graduating Heartbreak Hotelers - What can we say? We're gonna
misS you! You're the best around! ! ! Good luck to all of you and thanks
for taking us In as your annex. You know our address so write! Lots of
love.
Heartbreak Hotel Annex
Plazmanian Devils,
We don't mind it when you take all of our chairs and put them under
one table but quit taking our women.
Concerned Citizens of TJHA

Kent Ferry

JACKET LOST: Lost a red knit warm-up jacket with white
stripe down shoulders and sleeves. Lost on I.M. fields
Monday evening. If found, contact Ed at 364-9818.

Angie, Amy, Maureen, Paul, Mary Jo and Jeanne,
Thanks for everything! This semester has been great just as the
past year thanks to all of you. Good luck and best wishes to all of you. I
hope to come to visit you all next semester until then farewell.
To the girl on campus who wears a shirt derogatory to males. "The
more I know women the more I like sheep." (and mountain goats)
Signed One of Many Abused Males

Merry Christmas - Mike from TKE. May your tree always be lit.
-A Couple of Troublemakers

FOR SALE: Cedar bunkbed frame that can be used with either T.J.
boxsprlngs or Quad bed frames. Call 364-2639 and ask for Dave or Ken.

DOWNWITHMOLES! !
Working underground has definitely not made them " unique. "
Only blind to others' feelings.
If they could look more than two feet In front of their noses, they
might realize there is more to We than ventilation and explosives.
So, if you've let a mole burrow his way Into your heart...
GIVE HIM THE SHAF"l'!
You won't get the run-around anymore and you'll get the
satisfaction of watching him scuttle off with his tail between his legs.
Signed,

LOST: Blonde female cocker spaniel. About 2 years old and has
white markings on nose and chest. Has no collar but has been freshly
trimmed. We miss her very badly and would appreciate any information you might have about her. Call 364-8610 or 341-2117.

TDWM

(Thoroughly Disgusted With Moles)

FOR SALE: Galaxian 2 hand-beld electronic space game, .for 1 or 2
players, '3-color fluorescent display, ·electronlc sound effects,
.practlcally new and ·save over $10.! Was bought brand new for
$42.99. Now only $30. or best offer. If Interested, call 364-0954. Ask for
Gilbert.

WANTED: One female roommate to share 2 bedroom trailer near
Lions Club Park. Rent $7O/month plus utilities. Completely furnished.
Please call 364-8879 SOON!

To Phi Kappa Theta pledges :
Are you really backing down on a challenge to play Beta Sigma Psi
pledges In football this semester.
Beta Sig Pledges
P.S. Don't you have enough money for a keg.

K mart Buddy,
au la la I love that mistletoe.

How about them Frat Row mailmen, neither sleet, snow, or mass of
concrete shall keep them from their late night rounds.

Hot Legs,
Wbere did you go? We wanted you back for some more mistletoe.

I'd love to bear from the girl In the Cor Jesu jacket who I shared a
smile with In the library about 34 weeks ago. ('ve had to use this as a
last resort.
JohnH.

Mr. Co-operatlon,
You may not remember FrIday night or how your shoes got behind
the washing machine, but we'll never forget your tongue.
Love R. V.E.Z.I.M.
P.S. Old the boss teach you how to twitch your tail?

Maynard,
'!be only thing you can turn on Is your Intercom.

Rick,
Now we know why they call you fearless. The endless perils that you
and your company faced truly amaze us. In the beginning, you almost
drowned several times and received repeated hard blows to the bead.
But you never forgot your true goal. And later when your party
deserted you. Did you give up on your mission? NO!!! You were
determined to reach your goal. We offered our help and companionship, but you made it clear In no uncertain terms that you could
face what lie ahead by yourself. And then you, by yourself, made the
journey to the lush meadows of the beautiful Valley of the Long White
Ridges. We are glad that you survived to tell us of your doings.
Your honored neighbors.
P.S. Will Saturday night's dive qualify you for nationals?
WANTED: For the spring semester, 1982, one or two females to
share a three bedroom house, three blocks from campus. For more
information, call 341-2767.
LOST: TI 59 calculator. Has name and license # engraved In side.
Reward. Call Gregg 364-5527.

ROOMMATE WANTED: To share three bedroom house with two
other guys. Located on Martin Street. 0/4 mile, 15 minute walk from
campus. Cheap wood heat. $85/month plus expenses (food, utilities,
phone, etc.) For more Information, call Keith at 364-7145 after finals
week call (314) 6~2857 .
Dear Cutie,
Thanks for being you and letting me be me. Your one of a kind. Oh,
by the way HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Me
To Bermy's MAN,
Times we've had and times we've shared, .
and who can forget the stunts we've dared.
Laughs and smiles and quick angered tempers,
long lazy nights and uprooted whispers.
Everyday a class, even on Sunday,
finding new friends In old friends revisited.
The time is drawing upon you, or SO it may seem.
Yes, you're sad and so are we,
Bye from us, all of your friends.
We shouldn't be sad, we'll see you again.
You're one hell of a roommate!
MLF
.
If a person is happier, they are usually healthier.
If a person is In good health, they can study more.
If a person studies more, he can take test better.
If a person does well on finals, they can expect
A better G.P .A.
So thanks for the high grades!
P.S. Wanna play TIC-TAC-TOE?
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To Everybody It Should Concern :
We are shocked and disgusted at the barbaric treatment of trees on
this campus, being decapitated from their rrroots like so many
hunting trrrophies, proving evidence or moral decay In our society.
The ultimate degradation of the Holy PInus Plnaceae was the
discrimination and torture of a rrregal pine In the V.C. TV lounge.
First it was laid on its side for five days and maliCiously dehydrated.
Then, unlike the other cadavers on campus, It was rrrefw!ed fancy
ornaments and (Ach!) adorned with garbage (GEVALTI) . We
demand, under our first amendment rrrlghts, that this unbearable
blasphemy upon a Holy Tree be rrresolved.
Student Hasidic AssocIation of DruId Engineers (S.H.A.D_E . ).
P .S. Besides, rrremember what Prophet Nletschze said, "Where
they cut down trees, there they will also cut down people...
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MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
The United States Air Forc'e currently has a limited number of four year
Medical School Scholarships available. If you have been selected for entry in
1981 by American Medical or Osteopathy School, then you may be eligible.

The scholarship provides for:
1. Tuition
2. Required texts
3. Required small equipment
4. Lab Fees
5. Other incidental cO's ts

G&D STEAK HOUSE
$2.79
$3.07
$3.65
$3.02
$5.00
$5.,96
$'6 .92
Includes baked potato or fries and Texas toast .
Fr_ Ice Cr_m With Every Meal.

G&D Steak House
Open 7 days a week 11:00 a .m.-9 :00 p .m .
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

In addition to the above, recipients receive $530.00 per month and an
opportunity for Air Force post graduate courses. Interested students should
call collect to:

~fi\JEJ
)jJ-(G]J 8{G={J ~
A Cjfeot woyof life.

Captain Kathy Kennedy
(314) 434-9555
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~ Assassin
observed Robbi Killy Smith.
a St. Ambrose sophomore
who helped organize the
Godfather
round
in
Davenport.
It has indeed proven to be
a resilient form of entertainment. Though its
origins are not shrouded in
legend. the game has been
around at least since 1966
when a group of Oberlin
College students. inspired by
an Ursula Andress movie
called "The Tenth Victim."
organized a round of the
stalking game.
In the interim. the game
has
become
nearly
universal.
usually

Scooter
Me

roommate!

nloI ln!eSm
~ II) many

iwrlllCiety.

tough enough." Hocker
added as he licked the salt,
gulped down the tequila and
bit into a slice of lemon.
G.B. laughed and handed
Hocker his card which read
Hitman For Hire.
"Don·t worry about me."
G.B. said as he reached for
the tequila and salt.
Hocker handed Spike
G.B.·s card and laughed.
Spike too began to giggle.
"What's
your
name
anyway?" Hocker asked.
"Tequila Clint,"
G.B.
replied. He then grabbed the
salt shaker. bit the top off
and poured baJf the contents

in his mouth. He proceeded
to. then. down half the bottle
of Tequila. finally grabbed
an entire lemon and slammed it into his mouth.
Hocker and Spike were no
longer laughing or giggling.
" Well see you boys later."
G.B. said as he rose from the
table. wiping off his mouth.
" Uh. we'll give you a call.
huh ClInt,.. Hocker spoke
slowly.
"You do that,.. G.B.
responded as he headed out
the door.
"How did It go?" Scooter
asked as G.B. slid into the
Ferrari.
lULE FOIEIGN CAR
Mach ine Shop . Ports , Service.
and Remo n . VW o jr cool ed
e ng in e'S fo r Auto , Airboats .
Aircra ft a nd Gyrocopters .
Ferrous Melols mognofl uJCed
(up 10 700 a mps ).
(314) 3&4 ·3376

Hwy •...b3 N. Rollo . MO 6540 1

~
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The look that makes
Porsdle92.4 and Datsun 280ZX
owners look twice.

in stock
stock no. DM033
• include. cIeol ... prep
freight char_. tax ...
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from page 7
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from page 10
real disaster...
" They just don't understand it... counters Vince
DeGregorio. who organized
the Godfather game at St.
Ambrose. " I don·t think they
see the difference between a
game and reality."
" If Godfather is simply
simulated assassination."
asks one St. Ambrose senior.
" then wouldn·t snowball
fi ghting simply be simulated
murder by stoning?"
But
sopbomore
Ken
Rippetoe agrees with the
faculty position. " Maybe the
criticism of the game has
been overdone. but I think
(the faculty is ) responding to
the violent things really
present in this society ...
~

TELLE IOTo.eRA"
Elcper imenlal Rotorblodes (10 '
lo ng: 7" chord: 6061 T6: flu sh
rivets ). Fo r gyrocoplen and
hel icopters . Ro tor h u bs and
"
~
Ro to r heads fo r 9yrocopters . .. _ ~
ROlorb lode info . pkg . 53.00. Of- \
.~
Isel G imbel Head Plans SS .OO
~/'1,f)l n'I '\'"
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flourishing in the warm
spring months. Even as
conservative a campus as
Baylor University. however.
is sporting an autumn round
this year.
Resistance to the game
has also grown. Psychologtst
Bruno Bettelheim thinks the
game "is pretty sick. These
kids don't have any real
problems. so they invent
them."
Tulane police chief Col.
last
William
Berridge
February called it " a lousy
idea." and worried his offi cers could mistake a KAOS
stalker for a real criminal.
University of Florida Chief
Atkins Warren similarly
warned "it could turn into a

"Just
great."
G.B.
responded. then turned his
head and blew lunch all over
the side of Scooter's car.
The next day Scooter
began calling around Rolla
asking questions. trying to
let people know that he was
still on the case. Soon after
Scooter finished his caJ1s the
office phone rang.
"You better answer that
G.B .... Scooter stated.
"Yeah okay." G.B. said as
he picked up the receiver.
" Hello. "
"Is this Tequila ClInt?" a
voice asked.
"Yeah. watcha want? ..
"I got a job for you. " the
voice said and proceeded to
give G.B. instruction where
to meet him.
" He wants me to meet him
at the Chancellor's office.
tonight." G.B. said as he
placed the receiver down.
" Great. hand me that
microphone Doc." Scooter
placed
a
wireless
microphone on G.B.·s lapel.
"Now all you gotta do is have
this on while Doc and I
record the conversation in
the car."
That night...
G.B.
turned on
the
microphone and entered the
Chancellor's outer office.
The Chancellor's secretary
let him into the inner office
and closed the door.
G.B. looked around and
saw that he. the Chancellor.
Hocker and Spike were the
only one's there.
"Glad you came ClInt.
hope your smarter than your
pal Scarface." the Chancellor said as he told G.B. the
details of the job he had
planned.
"Shoot this Scooter in the
head. gotcha. Is that all
then." G.B. asked.
"That·s it." Chancellor
Marshmallow responded.
" Okay." G.B. said as he
reached up and turned off
the microphone making a
loud ·cllck.·
"Oh no." G. ~ . said as he
saw the Chancellor's thugs
reach for their guns.
Meanwhile ...

" I think G.B. ·s in trouble.
lets go." Scooter said when
he no longer heard any noise
from the microphone.
He and Doc raced up the
stairs of Parker Hall and
into the Chancellor's office.
" Hey. what are you guys
doing. you can·t go in there ...
the Chancellor's secretary
said.
Scooter grabbed her.
smiled and said. " See you in
a half hour." then punched
her lights out.
Doc burst through the
Chancellor's door. sending
himself. Hocker and Spike
(who had been coming out to
see wbat was going on)
sprawling.
Scooter stepped into the
office holding his gun.
" Sorry Chancellor. school's
out early for you ...
The Chancellor sat down
and put his head in his
hands.
"I don·t know how you did
it." Inspector Heabob said
when he got to the Chancellor's office. " but you
caught him. Good job...
" Just another day in the
life of Scooter P.1. Okay
guys. were off to a new
adventure."
" Not me Scooter." Doc
said.
" I'm
graduating.
remember?"
" Don·t worry Doc. Scooter
put an ad in the Miner for
another assistant... G.B.
replied.
. " Hey. this case was
almost as exciting as the
Maltese Owl. I ever tell you
guys about that.. .... Scooter
said as he and his pals
headed for the bars.

Diamonds and Watches
903 Pine

Rollo . MO

364-2~64

SPI, AH Games. 0 & 0 Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

..
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Training co urses will be provided to accelerate
ca reer development in oil and gas producing
and dri lli ng operations . Positions are located in
Gu lf Coast. Mid-Continent , Rocky Mountain, and
We st Coast areas . Excellent employee benefits.
If yo u have inte rviewed with a Gulf
Recruiter or have sent us a resume. th ank
you very much . If you have not, please send
your resume and transcript to :

J . R. Ligon . Jr.
GULF OIL EXPLORATION
& PRODUCTION COMPANY
P.O . Box 11 66
Pittsburg h, PA 15230
A~

Equal Opportunity Employer MIF

FLORIST & GIFTS , OJ)()'':' '::
....

I

Duties incl ude drill ing . equ ipment installation
and mai ntenance, subsurface reservoir studies.
economic evaluation of producing properti es . well
stimulation and reconditioning . and enhanced oil
recovery operations.

Silk~dmore

]J~l:';",

11
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GUlf Oil Corporation , a major energy company,
has job openings for all types of graduating
engineers who are interested in building a career
in crude oil and gas producing operations.

Orn.aments, stockings, planters, nativity sets,
ChrIStmas arrangements, Poinsettias, wicker,
6
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Miners win two at UMSL
putting record at 4~2
SOURCE: OPI
It may have been unseasonably warm outside
this weekend, but it was
nothing compared to the way
UMR men's basketball team
heated up the Mark Twain
Building at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis Friday
and Saturday.
Shooting an incredible 59
percent from the field during
the UMSL Classic, the

Miners defeated Lindenwood
College 1~53 and HarrisStowe College 87-64 to improve their record to 4-2.
Against Lindenwood, the
Miners shot a blistering 72
percent in the first half and
ended the game with a 61
percent mark, hitting 49 of 80
field-goal attempts. Five
players hit double figures for
the Miners, with guards
Rickie Cannon and Leonardo
Lucas getting 20 points each.

Curtis Gibson and Kent
Dinsdale fired in 16 points
each, while Zol Singleton
notched 12 points and a
game-high 12 rebounds.
Cannon again paced the
Miners
against
HarrisStowe, with 24 points. Four
other Miners scored in
double figures, as Jeff Davis
scored 17 points 05 in the
second half), Gibson and
Rob Goodenow 11 each and
Lucas 10. Davis and Cannon

shared the rebound lead with
seven each.

Thursday, Dec. 10, 1981
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Women drop to 2-5
The
UMR
women's
basketball team dropped to
2-5 Friday night, following a
73-64 loss to Southeast
Missouri State.

"We just couldn't get
going early in the game,"
said Coach Cathie Schulte.
"We played some good
basketball later in the game,
but it was a difficult task to
make up all of those firsthalf points. "
The Miners are scheduled
to host Southwest Baptist
Tuesday night and then wind
up the 1981 portion of their
schedule Thursday with a
7:30 home game against

:~

tonigh
time

CbiW

DiviSi

KaP

defeat

Engin

way."

at Missouri
Joplin.

Southern

After hosting Missouri
Valley in a Tuesday night
game, the Miners travel to
Springfield Dec. 12 for a 7: 30
p.m. game with Evangel.

in

Pedal Power Cyclery

(Photo by Farrell)

Complete line of Univega Bicycles
Ports & Accessories Available for all bikes

Laurie Behm led the way
for the Miners, scoring 14
points. Cecilia Gutierrez and
Stacey Stover were next with
10 Points each, with Stover
adding 10 rebounds.
The Miners fell behind 27-2
early in the action and could
never overcome that early
deficit. The losers outscored
the visitors 42-32 in the
second half, but first-half
lead was just to much for the
late rally to overcome.

~

"We were able to get
everyone into the game and
see what they could do," Key
said of the ' two weekend
wins. "This experience will
really help us when the
MIAA season gets under

MISSOURI MINER

Harris-Stowe.
UMR resumes play Jan. 12

socce

The Miners, who started
the season with some very
cold
shooting
in
the
Bell amine Tournament last
month, have raised their
team field-goal percentage
to 52 percent. Cannon paces
the team with a 63 percent
mark, while Gibson, who
shot a remarkable 12 of 13
from the field for the
weekend, is next at 61 percent.

Sports .
SOURCE:OPI

ASU
close

"The field goal shooting
was really impressive," said
head coach Billy Key. "It is
really difficult to shoot that
well, no matter who you are
playing. You have to really
be happy with shooting like
that."

310 E. 6th
364-2412
10 a.m.
to 6 p . m.
Service of the cycle, for the cyclist, by the cyclist.
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"Specializing in cusrom silkscreening"
Custom primed spo[(wear

••
••
•• Take a break from ••

I
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studying.
Take out
your frustrations
on our pins.

I
•
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•
•
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I
•• Colonial lanes, Inc .••
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Bus. Loop 1-44 West
364-4124

•
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We have the perfect Christmas gift

.... ·for every athlete!
1200 Pine Rolla, MO
364-5495
Moin Gate Shopping Center
St. Roberts, MO 336-4877

PA•

10% off to
. McDonald's
Golden
MCDonald', Club Members

•
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.Kappa Sig, Tech E.ngin~to play
for soccer championship
By JOHN DANIEL
As the semester comes to a
close, so does the IntramuraJ
soccer
and
volleyball
season. Kappa Sig and Tech
Engine will battle for the
Division I championship
. tonight at 6:30. At the same
time MHA-East and Lambda
Chi will square off for the
Division II title.
Kappa Sig advanced by
defeating Sig Ep 4-2. Tech
Engine beat Sig Nu 2-1 In

Monday night. Beta Sig
remained undefeated when
they defeated TKE In a
thrilling match 17-15, 15-17,
15-11. TJHA beat Sig Nu 1511, 1(}'15, 15-11 to earn a
chance to play Beta Sig for
Hl.
The championship games the championship.
In men's and women's
Delta Tau knocked off CSA
volleyball were held last 15-12, 11-15, 15-10 and Sig Tau
night, but the results were . defeated Alpha Phi Alpha 15not known when the Miner 8, 9-15, 15-10 to set up the
Division II championship
went to press.
The
semifinals
In game.
In women's play ASS
volleyball
were played

penalty kicks, after two
overtimes left the teams
deadlocked.
In Division II, MHA-East
beat Delta Sig 3-2 and
Lambda Chi defeated Sig PI

defeated Zeta 15-13, 15-10 and
RHA beat TJHA 15-12, 13-15
and 15-11.
The double elimination
tournaments In singles and
doubles table tennis end
tonight, concluding the intramural action for this
semester.
Intramural basketball will
get next semesters busy
schedule off to a quick start,
with games tentatively
scheduled to begin on
January 18.

'==-=w
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International
Tours of Rolla
Offering
Airline Tickets

-Complete Travel Arrangements -Tours -Ski Trips
-Groups - Hotels & Car Reservations
No Charge For Our Services
1023 Kingshighway
Saturdays 10:00-1 :00

341.3300

Weekdays 9-5

Joe Harris Football Forecasts
*

Heme Team

SATURDAY,

12, . 1981
BOWL
PROBABLE LOSERS & SCORES
CKLA~fiOr~ S~A7E ,: •••• 14

DECEi~ER

I~DEPENDENCE

PROBABLE WINNERS & SCORES
TEXAS A. & N•.•• : ••.• 17

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
*DETROIT ••••••••••••• 17
MINh1;S OTA ••••••••••• 16
NE\I[ YORK ••••••••••••• 24
*CLEVELA~'D •••••••••• 23
SDrIDAY,
BUFFALO
ooooeao ••
*I:A LLAS
*DENVER
GREEN BAY •• • •••••••••
• • fI

••

MIAMI •••••••

*OAKUN'D

•

0

0

••

0

••

0

••

•••••••••••

*PITTSBURGH ••••••••••
*ST. LOUIS •.•••••••••
*SAN FRANCISCO • ••••••
SAN DIEGO ....... . .... .
*WASHINGTON ••••••••••

DECEi'1BER 1"), 1981
24
*NEW ENGLAND ••••••••
17 PHILADELPHIA .•••••••
20
SEATTLE •••••••••••••
24
*~~W ORLF~NS ••••••••
20
*K~NSAS CITy ••••••••
20
CHICAGO •••••••••••••
20
CINCINNATI ••••••••••
17
NEW YORK GIANTS •••••
23
HOUSTON •••••.•••••••
24
*TAMPA BAy ••••••••••
20
BALTIMORE •••••••••••

GARDEN STATE BOWL
WISCONSIN •••••••••••• 24
~ENNESSEE

23
16
16
2M
17
16
17
16
2()
23
13

See Finch Jewelry
for Rings and Things
8th and Rolla Street
Rolla,MO
364-1077

........... 21

MONDAY, J:ECEMBER 14, 1281
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAG1~
ATLANTA •••••••••••••• ,17
*L03 ANGELES •••••••• 16

O)fe

would aI<w Iik to.

~e~wlto.wiU

~ ~ on 9lJec. 20.

O)fe uu/.Jt J/O" Ute

Ito
old's
Arches
embers

Pizza ,"

Forum Plaza
Shopping Center
364-3214
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• w.t-Mart Sells lor Less. Wal Mart Sells lor cess. Wal Mart Sells lor Less. Wal Mart Sells lor Less. Wal-Mart Sells lor Less. Wal Mart Sells for Less. Wal Mart Sells

Hwy. 63 S. at Hwy. 72 E. Rolla
9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Prices Good Thru Sat., Dec.12, 1981

:::::
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Black & Decker
3/8" Drill

Great
Gift Ideas
mWal-Mart
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

Windshield
Washer
Antifreeze &
De-leer
-1 gallon

82~

·No. 7104·1 / 5 HP
·Drives most popular
accessories
·Forgeneralpurpose
use
.Single speed

trave
lectu

24 Drawer
Storage
Organizer

MiSS

1b

feam

scale
mecI1

bel
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Rebel Tackle Box
·No. 600
-3 tray, movable
dividers
-No-tip feature &
waterproof design

88

10

110 Lb. Barbell Set
-One 66" steel barbell
bar, one 31 " barbell sleeve,
two 18" dumbell bars
-Hardware included
along with instruction
manual

Basketball
Backboard, Goal
and Net
-'I. "x36"x48" fan

shaped backboard
-All weather hourglass
12" loop net

22

88

.)

Sparkomatic 8
Track or
CasSette AM/FM
Car Stereo
-6"x9" woofer, 20 oz.
magnet, 3" tweeter
-25 watts -Frequency
response: 40-18 KHz
-Requires 3'1."
mounting depth
-Includes 2 speakers,
II
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ADVERTISING POLICY - It is our intento to have all merchandise in this ad in stock
during the sale dates . However, since most merchandise is overstocks and seasonal
leftovers , and because many items are in limited supply we will not issue rain checks
for this sale . If your are dissatisfied with any merchandise we will gladly exchange it or
give you a refund . Shop early while selections are best.

-Tone & balance
-Mono / stereo
selector
-Local distance switch
-Stereo indicator light
-Audio power: 9 watts
YOUR CHOICE

WALiMART

~ • Wal Mart Sells lor Less. Wal Mart Sells 10' Less . _Wal Mart Sells for Less. Wal Mart Sells lor Less. Wal Mart Sells for Less. W al M art S ells lo r less. Wal Mart
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